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 Pick & mix
Freshly harvested fruit and a generations-old recipe  

create the essence of summertime on a Suffolk family farm 
– cooling cream ices with a true taste of the countryside

wordS by amanda howard  |  photographS by laura edwards

Fields and hedgerows are cast a vivid green in the 
glassy light of early summer at Alder Carr, a 50-acre 
farm in Suffolk. Families make their way around 
the rows of pick-your-own strawberries, two ponies 
methodically graze the grass nearby and the citrussy 

aroma of elderflowers fills the air. Stephany Hardingham is 
collecting the heads of these frothy white blooms and placing 
them in an apple-picking hod inherited from her grandmother. 

This romantic scene has its roots firmly in the past, but 
Stephany is very much a modern businesswoman: she will use 
the fragrant harvest, along with gooseberries, in a delicately 

flavoured cream ice destined for thousands of customers. 
“Gathering ingredients is one of the best jobs,” she says.

The cream ices (an old-fashioned name for ice cream) contain 
a high proportion of fruit – the Gooseberry & Elderflower has 
37 per cent – as much as eight times that of some conventional 
frozen desserts. “They are a cross between an ice cream and a 
sorbet,” Stephany explains. Inside the farm shop, run by her 
sister Eleanor and brother-in-law Barry Sheldrake, Stephany 
looks at the rapidly emptying freezer with pride. “People come 
specifically to buy the ices,” Eleanor says. Hannah Taylor, from 
nearby Stowmarket, has visited with her two little boys, e 
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clockwise, from above Graham and Stephany 
harvest the hedgerows using the apple-
picking hod her grandmother gave her; the 
majority of the fruit comes from the farm; 
Audrey the van; Stephany’s niece Alice 
– the children like to help with tasting

 Pick & mix
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clockwise, from far left 
Punnets of gooseberries, 
ready to be added to the 
best-selling cream ice; 
elderflowers line the 
nature trail at Alder Carr 
Farm; around 250 plant 
species are to be found  
in the grounds of the  
farm and the surrounding 
wet woodland

 A tonne of gooseber r ies is 
gather ed between June and 
August fr om 200 bushes

Daniel and William: “We recommend them to 
everyone – they have such a fresh taste.” Little 
wonder, considering they are made next door with 
fruit and flowers picked less than 100 metres away. 

Stephany’s enterprise is not a new venture, 
however, but part of a three-generation family 
tradition. Her parents Nick and Joan moved to 
Alder Carr Farm on the outskirts of Needham 
Market, near where Nick grew up, in 1981 when she 
was four years old. At the time, Alder Carr (meaning 
wet woodland) was just a derelict pig farm; now, the 
family grows fruit and vegetables, from gooseberries 
and tayberries to broccoli and asparagus, as well as 
offering pick-your-own and refreshments in a café, too. The 
Hardinghams started producing fruit cream ices in 1987 when 
they had a glut of raspberries, inspired by Nick’s mother Audrey, 
who first made them in the 1950s. “Her blackberry and blackcurrant 
ones had a real zing to them,” Stephany says. “And a beautiful colour.” 

They set up in the farmhouse, then moved operations to the 
tearoom before extending the shop building and buying equipment 
with a grant from the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
(now Defra) in 1996. The range was only part of the business, 
though: “We didn’t have the time to dedicate to the cream ices,” 
Joan says. “If Stephany hadn’t taken it over, we wouldn’t be 
producing them anymore.” Instead, the Hardinghams supply their 
daughter with the ingredients for her richly fruited confections.

The only change Stephany has made to her grandmother’s 
recipe is to reduce the amount of sugar: “But not by much or the 
cream ices would become too hard.” Her expert knowledge suggests 
she’s been doing this all her life but, despite growing up on the 
farm, Stephany chose a very different career path at first. After 

leaving university with a degree in environmental science, she 
assisted on conservation projects in Guatemala and Malaysia, and 
worked in London for three years as an environmental consultant 
before returning to the farm in 2005. “I thought I’d always be 
travelling the world, but I realised the importance of a sense of 
belonging,” she says. “And I really wanted to make something  
and run my own ethical company rather than advising others.” 

She spent two years with Nick in the kitchen before branching 
out on her own, and her partner Graham Sayell, who was already 
working on the farm as a woodsman, took over from Stephany’s 
father in production. They now live in Needham Market, a five- 
minute bike ride away along a path beside the River Gipping.  
In 2007, Stephany set up Alder Tree Cream Ices as a separate 
enterprise. “The first thing I did was to change the labels and 
reduce the number of flavours to concentrate on the most popular 
ones,” she says. There are now nine in the individual tubs and up  
to 14, including limited editions, in the 500ml pots. The range has 
won 25 Great Taste awards for varieties such as damson, summer 
fruits, tayberry, toffee apple, morello cherry and raspberry. “We e 
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clockwise, from above 
Ingredients not available 

in the uK are always 
organic or fairly traded; 

Stephanie serves cream 
ice from Audrey the van; 

Gooseberry & elderflower 
continues to be the most 

popular variety

were also finalists in BBC Radio Four’s Food and Farming Awards 
in 2011,” she says. “That was one of my proudest moments.”  
The bestseller, however, remains Gooseberry & Elderflower. 

In the kitchen, a vat of gooseberries, lemon, homemade elderflower 
cordial and sugar (made from East Anglian sugar beet) bubbles 
away, filling the air with a fragrant steam that floats out into the 
courtyard. “It’s like a fruity sauna,” Graham says. “The purée 
smells amazing, but is incredibly sticky if you spill any of it.” The 
crop is picked by an army of students over spring and summer, as 
more than six tonnes (including a tonne of gooseberries gathered 
between June and August from the farm’s 200 bushes) is needed 
each year to make the cream ices – over half of which comes from 
Alder Carr. The rest, such as apples and pears, is from other local 
growers, including Stephany’s uncle’s farm near Bury St Edmunds. 

It takes an hour to make and pot 50 litres of cream ice. The team 
produces 12 batches each day during the peak summer period but 
work continues throughout the year – the only time the business 
closes is between Christmas and New Year, and when Stephany 
and Graham take a one-week holiday in the autumn. 

Despite the efforts to fulfil huge demand, the atmosphere is calm 
and jovial. Graham blends the purée with peaks of whipped cream, 
forming swirls of green until a smooth yellow mixture is created. 
“You can actually hear when it’s happy and singing away to itself,” 
he says. Once the batch is ready, full-time employee Greig Collins, 
and Lorna Allen and Elizabeth Williamson, who help on making 
days, pump the concoction into pink, maroon and cream tubs.

Since Stephany took over, sales have doubled: 20,000 500ml 
tubs and 45,000 individual 125ml tubs are sold each year. “I drew 

up a business plan early on,” she says. “It made me 
think about what I wanted to achieve and we have 
regular family meetings to ensure everything is a 
success. The hardest part is the financial side – I’m 
constantly learning.” The company has grown 
organically and the only loan Stephany has taken 
out is one from her parents to help with converting 
an old ambulance into a cream-ice van – named 
Audrey, after her grandmother – which she takes to 
40 events a year, including weddings and festivals.

Even with such a busy schedule, Stephany always 
makes time to innovate and experiment with new 
flavours – blueberry and peach both being next on 
the list – and a home-delivery service is also in the 
pipeline. Although the company is thriving, she 
doesn’t aspire to working on a mass scale. “I want 
to create a quality product that is respected, but  
I don’t have any grand aims,” she says. “It’s just 
wonderful to meet people who enjoy our desserts. 
Being the cream-ice lady is pretty cool.” d
Alder Tree, Alder Carr Farm, Needham Market, 
Suffolk (01449 721220; alder-tree.co.uk). The farm 
shop is open Monday to Saturday, 9am-5pm; Sunday, 
10am-4pm. For stockists and a list of summer events 
that Alder Tree will be attending, visit the website. 
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